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Times were, simpler in 1690 when Benjamin Harris began the first American

newspaper, the Ill-fated Publick Occurrynceq, Both Forrelan and Homestick.

Although closed summarily by the Royal Governor after one iss00, the patterns
4

of news coverage hInted at by Publick Occurrences- were reinforced by the colonial

papers that followed it. News brought bx!salling vessels to the new land about

the governmental and mercantile Institut ons of tile old world of Europe would be

prominent in the colonial-press and would have a ring of currency in today's

bitter debate about world newS flow.

As the less-developed countries of the Third World Increase their political

power within' international organizations such as UNESCO, complaints about world

*
'news flow become strident. Of special concern is the image of Third World countVes

in the mass media of the industrialized West, particularly in the U.S. Third

4

:World critics see Western coverage of their countries as disproportionate and dcs-

torted, with too little coverage and too much concentration on the violent, biz-

arre, and the conflictual.

/-The 19,0 General Confrence of UNESCO in Nairobi in November, 1976 called

for a major international study of national images portrayed in the world press.
2

Following the Nairobi conference, UNESCO requested the International Association

i

for Mass Communication Research (IAMCR) to undJ
3 -

take such a study,

IAMCR President James D. Halloran, director of the Centre for Mass Com-

munication Research at the Univetsity of Leicester, convend6 a. group pf scholars

to plan the UNESCO stUdy during-the biennial scientific conference of IAMCR in

, Warsaw on September 8, 1978.
4

The group responded to a draft of a content analy-

sis coding scheme that had been worked out i a pilot, project.by Kaarle Norden-
.

stredg and Markku Salomiia of the Uniyersity of Tampere in Finland.5.

About 20 national research teams undertqok research ...njheir countries,

3
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! coordinated by Halloran at 'Leicester. With Richard Cole as head, the U.S. team

consisted ,115 Donald L. Shaw, Robert L. Stevenson (all at North Carolina), and the

present authors.

This paper reports on an analysis of foreign news in selected domestic

U.S. wires of the Associated Press (AP) and the United Press International (UPI).

The major objective of the analysis was to scrutinize the amount and quality of

newsabout foreign lands available to most small-to medium-sized mass media in the

U.S.

'The morning cycle of Associated Press ITS Interbureau (Ili Blend) wire

and the United Press International state wire were studied. The nation's biggest

papers, Tose most itkely to have substantial audivtces for foreign news, receive

t/
the national trunk wires containing,more foreign mews than do 4e "B" wires.

Therefore, this study-concentrates on the supply of foreign news available to

to smaller mass media, those newspapers serving the majority of small cities

and towns in America.
6

Research Questions

The basic objective of the project is to piovide baseline data for cross-

natiobal comparison, using a standardized content analysis protocol. This xe-

search paper uses the'data gathered with this content analysis "system to address

these questions:. ,

. 1
.

1. What i the relatliye flequenCy of foreign datelined stories in.U.S.-

74dome c wire servicesWbout'the more-developed industrialized
nati ns of the North and the less-developed artions of the South?

2. What are the differences in story length, if'afty, in U.S. regional

, ,wire stories abopt mdre-developed and less-developed comntries?

3. What are the differences, if any, in subject matter in U.S. wire

stories about more-developed and legs-developed countries.

4
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Related Studies

,
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4 Few s6dies have looked closely at U.S. wire service cove/rage or foreign

news, particularly the services available to smaller, more provincial media.

-

Studies that Are available suggesL that Third World complaints may deserve a

closer look.

A quarter centruv ago, Scott Cutlip analyzed the content and flow Of

the AP wires, finding that only about five to ten percent of state wire copy

dealt with foreign news.
7 TWo decades later,,Al Hester found Oct foreign

-

datelines cons4ituted dbout 20 percent of the wire. Hester also fonnd

evidence that wire news I./as heavily oriented to European countrie's and that

news &lout dgyeloping societies tended to emplesize viliklence, famine, and social.
8

disintegration. ,

Othet have argued that wire news is.more balanced in foreign coverage

than critics say, and that the problem lies in newh selection patterns of mass

media editors.
9 Thus, the background studies.suggest a need for much more ex-

tensive baseline .data on wire service foreign coverage performance than now

exists.
,;

In addition to these studies concerning U:S. wire service coverage of

\
foreign countries, many other studies suggest that general U.S. media coverage

of the r4t of the worldespecially the Third World countriestends.to be

crisis-oriented and drawn to sensational and atypical happenings. Tattarian

argues that there is an acknowledged tendency among Western me41a, including

the wirepervices, to devote greater attention to the Third World in times of

disaster, crises and confrontation.
10

Aggarwala concludes that most of the

Third World news.is negative,and deals with such subjects as famines, natural

disasters, and political and military intrigues.
11

Lent and Woolacott, in sepa-

rate papers, support the crisis-orientation of news from the less tkove1oped

r
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12
countries of the'world. Golding and Elliot argue that much id the coverage

AL

of developing nations is centered on nations subject to repetitive crisis or

13
military conflict. .

Other Scholars suggest:that news about the less-developed countries of

the world is likely to constitute a rather small proportiop of all Western

foreign news. Hester lound that news concerning Western Europe predominated

in the forign news coverage of U.S. wire services and that TV "news/from Asia,

. Africa and-Latin America was generally little evIdenced,unless U.S. Interests Were_

directly involved."44 Cerbner and Marvanyi, studying foreirn news coverage in

A

nine countries, found that foreign news content constituted about 16 percent of

total news space for the New York.Times in 1970, as Kayser.found in 1951, and

that only three percent of-U.S. press coverage was devoted to Central and Southern

Africa.
15.

In short, these previous studies and recent complaints of Third World

countries regarding Western news coverage led us to expect that the less-developed

countries of the world as a group would receive less of the fdreign news coxerage

in the wire services we studied than would the more-developed countries, and that

the wire servl.ce coverage of the less-developed countries would be more crisis-f

and conflict-oriented than would the coverage of the more-developed countries.

Method

A standardized conteAt analysis scheme, developed prlmarily by Paul Hart-

mann at the University of Leicester., was Used by.all the research teams working i-

on the project. Each team tested a prototype,set of content categories and cod-

ing scheme and forwarded suggestions to the project coordinators.

Therefore, data reported here will include both analysis dof. the pretest
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of the contI;_ analysis scheme and the official4analysis conducted at a

later date.
p.

Samples. Wire service copy from the AP pnd UPI services flowing into
4.

the computer of the Indiana Daily Student was used in this study. Two types

of samples are used: two weeks of consecutive 4.1ays

weeks."

nd two "constructed

The pretest sample included all wire stories with foreiegn datelines

during a consecutive five-day week (February 5-9, 1979) chosen randomly From

the first two'months of 1979. A constructed week sample of five randomly

selected days (one Monday, one Tuesday, etc.) was ehOsen from the first three

months of the year (February 20, 22, 26, Marcb 7 and March 16).

The "official" sample included a consecutive-six day week (April 5-10)
4

.and a constructed week (March 5, April 18, May 2, May 18, June 6 and June 16)

from 1979.
16

Categories. These ranged from descriptions of simple structural char-
.

acteristics, rich as stork length, to.More complex judgments of story themes

and topics. (See Appendix for the actual coding form used.) The major cate-

gories consistecrof news story topic's arid themes, and the nationality and posi-,

tion of main actors within the news stories.

Topics. Coders\identified one Main topic and up to.three sub- '

sidiary topics for each-news story. Each story was classified into one of 47

possible subjects, ranging from "polit.ics within states" and "military and

defense" to "human interest" and "niltural disasters."

Main Actor. Principals in each news story were classified ino

one of 31 positions. These classifications ranged from "symbolic/gominal head

of state" and "chief executiye, prime minister,:president," to "ordinary

people, citizens."

Themes and ReTerences.. Thirty-two categories of themes wei-e used,
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with each news story being coded in JS many 01 the categotie!: ;IN required by

the particular news item. The list of lemes and relerences contained such

Ltems as "nuclear arms proliferatio limjtation" and "espionage" as well as

broader terms such as "capitalis and "totalitarian,ism."

Coder Reliability. Eve pairs of coders from a beginning rasearch

me,thods class processed ten o the' wire service stories Chosen randomly from

the larger sample ol news stories, The average coder agreement (using a

standaTd percyn6ge of agreement:formula) for the most difficult section-of

the 5ateg9ry scheme (topics) was 68 percent. Reliability for the simple

structural items (such as story type) was much higher.

Chance agreement was negligible because of the large number of possible

categories in the major parts of the coding protocol,-so the coding tests sug-

gest%reasonable confidence in the data. Two advanced doctoral students (a

Nigerian.and an American who were highly knowledgeable and well-trained in

the coding scheme) were employed to perform the c6ntent analysis of the official ,

sample data. Seven members of an advanced'research methods class coded the pre-

17
test data.

Level Of DeVeloprIttlt_. In order to compare the amount And kind.of region- .

allwire service covetage of more-developed and less-developed countries of the

world, it wap necessAry to divide the 91 countries included in'our study into

these two.groups. This is, of course, a somewhat problematic and difficult task,

given the/absence of any "official" list to serve as a baseline. Our classi-

fication was based primarily upon a North-South geographical dimension, with

the more-developed countries tending to fdil into the NOrthern Hemisphere and

the less-developed countries tending to fgll into the SOuthern Hemisphere. This

classification follows the logic behincrthe first North-South dialogue conference

on International Economid in,Paris in DeCember of 1975.

1
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We_decided to put the countries of Eurvpe and the USSR, North America,

Japan, Australia, and South Airica in th&.! more7developed (Northern) uategory

because of their economic development status and because both Japan and Ans-
.

tralia were members of the North groUp In the Paris conference. We: also inclu-

ded Greece in te more-developed group because of its ties-with the Western ,

world. (See Table 1)

In the less-developed (Sonthern)sagegory, we included Africa (minus

South Africa), Asia (minus the eastern USSR), Sou0, Ameriaa and Oceania (min6

Australia). Yugoslavia was also included in this group, although it is'a

European country by any geographical standard, because of its leading role in

the New International Information Order debate and in the Non-Aligned Nations

movement, and Its membership in the South group at the 1975 Paris conference.

11"

Other debatable casesespecially Turkey,Israel, Hong Kong and Portugal--

were classified according to their concern with,the UNESCO-splonsored debate on..

the New International Information Order. Of these four, only Portugal was clas-

sified as a more-develqped country. Isral was classified ap a less-develOped

country because of its comparative newness, its concern with developmental prob-
.

lems, andltS sensitivity to the issue of cultural imperialism, especially in

ehe fo*of imported television programming. (See Table 1)

Findings

The most frequently covered less7developed countries in the "official"

wire service sample were Iran, Uganda, Israel, Eept, China ond Nicaragua. And

the same was generally true for the pretest sample as well, with Iran dominating

4 A

the list and Vietnam replacing Nicaragua and Uganda. (See Table l) The fre-

quencies of stories about the less-developed countries of the world in Table

1 also 'suggest that most of these 66 countries received some coverage during the.



four weeks we studiedo even if this coverage was rather sparse.

Among the 25 more-developed countries included in our study, Austria,

France, West Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, and the Soviet Union re-

ceived the most frequent coverage. As with the less-developed countries, most

of the more-developed countries received some coverage in either the pretest

or official samples. lr fact, we were surprised at the number of countries

reeelving some coverage in the AP and DPI regional wire services during the

four weeks wq studied. There vire considerably more countries represented

(69) than we exPected to find'in such a relatively short time period.

4g)

Number of Stories. The AP and UPI carried significantly more foreign

news stories from the less-developed countries than from the more-develo-ped

countries in the official two-week sample period, with UPI carrying almost twice

as many stoties from less-developed countries as from more-developed countries.

(See Table 2) And the same was true for the pretest sample, where 117 stories

were located in less-developed countries and 74 were located in more developed

countries. (The other three stories were located in "non-countries," such as the

United Nations and the Caribbean.),

,However, it should be remembered that the less-developed countries in our

study outnumbered the more-developed countries nearly three-to- nef so one would fs

expect nearly three times as much coverage of the less-develope1 countries as :

of the more-developed countries, if an equ al number of-'stories were carried

about each country. But this seems to us to be an unreasonable demand to place

upo n the wire services, when many of the less developed countries of thp world

are Tar less populated thari are the more-developed countries.

In short, the sheer numbers of foreign datelined stories carried by the

-

regional wire services do not support the claim that the U.S. wire services are

igndring the less-developed countries of the world in favor of the more-devetoped

. 0
countries in their foreign news coverage.

AC,
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Length of Stories. Both AP ahd UPI carried foreign news !;tories that

were, on the average, longer when located in the less-developed countries of

the world than when located in the more-devoloped countries. (See Table 3)

This was especially true for AP, where the average length in column- centi-

meters of the foreign news stories about the less-developed countries was one

and one-half times as great (17.1) as the average length for the more-developed,

countries (12.1). (We could not compare the pretest sample with the official

sample'because length was not measured for the pretest stories.)

In short, the average lengths of the foreign news stories in our sample

do not support the claim that U.S. wire services are devoting more foreign

news coverage to the more-developed countries of the world than to the less-

developed countries.

Subjects of Stories: As explained.in the'"Method" section, each story

was coded into one main topic arid into no more than three subsidiary topics.

(See Appendix for the coding form used.) The comparisoniof the subject matter

of stories from more-developed 'and less-developed countries mbich follows ig

based on main and subsidiary topics combined. All differences noted between

more-develOped and less-develoPed countries are significant to the .05 1Nre1

or beyond, as measured by the chi-square test.

.
The bulk of the regional wire service coverage f

1

r both more-developed

and less-developed countries was about diplomatic and olitical activity be-

4
tween states, internal conflict or crisis, armed conflict or the threat of it;

peace moves and negotiations, elections and campaigns,\ crime, and human in-
.

terest and odd'happenings. (See Table 4) In'short, the wire services con-
,

centrated -Mostly on "official" news--that which flows mainly from government

and military sources.

There was very little news dealing with social problem, %lture, edu-

cation, health, familyvlanning and other social services. And there was
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very little wire service news dealing with international aid and economic_

matters, especially agricultural projects.

Overall, then the subject matter of the regional wire service stories in

general supports the claim that the Western,news agencies do not report much

about social and economic development as compared to political and military

events. But is this tendency more pronounced in news from the less-developed

countries of the world as compared to the more-developed countries?

A comparison of the 139 stories from the more-developed countries with

the 197 stories from the less-developed countries indicates that stories from

the less-developed countries are significantly more-likely than are Storiel;

from more-developed countries to be about diplomatir/political activity between

states, internal conflict or crisis, armed conflict or the threat of it, mili-

tary aid, and political crime. (See Table 4 for exact Percentages)

Wire service stories from the mOre-developed countries of the world, on

the other hand, are significantly more likely than stories about the less- 0

devel4ed countries to be about non-political crime, religion, and human in-
a

terest or odd happenings. (See Table 4 for exact percentages)

These trends are generally supported'by the pretest data. Significantly

more stories from the less-developed countries focus on 'elections-, political

violence, internal conflict or crisis, and armed conflict than do stories.from
'

-the more-developed countries. And significantly more stories from the more-

,

developed countries concentrate on prices, labor relations and culture than

A

do stories from the less-developed 6untries. In addition, there are very few

stories about sociAl problems, education, health, the Yamily and other social

se?vices.from either the less-developed or the more ,developed countries of the

world.
ft

In short, our,data on the subject matter of U. . regional wire service

foreign news cavetage in the spring of 1979 supperta those who claim that

12
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Western coverage of the less-developed Third World countries tends to concen-

trate on conflicts and jrises. 11w largest differences we found between.wire

!service coverage cAf the mort-developed and less-developed countries were on

thd topics of internal conflict or crials,.and armed conflict.

Contlusian's.

As mentidned earlier,,previous'studies and more recent charges by Third

./

World countries led-us .to'expect that the less-dOeloped countries would re-

ceive less of the foreign coverage of the regional wires we studied than would

the more-deveioped countries. But our data On number and length of wire serv-
,

ice'otories did not support this xpectation. In fact, there. were more foreign

-news stories from the less-developed countries than from the more-developed

Countries in both the AP-and UPI reglonAl wires, and these stories were, on the

avrage, longer than'those from the more-developed countries. And in *the four

.weeks we studied, 69 different countries were reported on, 48 of them °less- '

developed."

Some will that this finding is nof typical because of the time period'

we studied% Theirah.ian revolution, the conflict between Israel and some of her
4

ArAb neighbors, and are fighting in:Uganda and Vie'tnam and Nicaragua did increase

the number (and probably the length) of many wire service stories from less-

developed countries of the world-, But we would argue that it is difficult to

,

find a time periodwhen such events are not occurring someQhere in the world.

Because of Ms tendency for armed conflict cto be dccurring somewhere in the

world at any giVen time, our findings are probably more typical than they might

aPpear at first.
,

Althougkour 'data do ng-f aupport the claim that the less-developed coun-
,

4

tries of the world are neglected in favor of the more-deVeloped countriqf in

the foreign coverage of the two U.S, regional wire serviCes, our fitidings do
,

1 3
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support the claim that Western news agencies locus .on conflicts and crises

when covering the less-developed or Third World oountries. This may he true,

however, because there simply is more'-open armed conflict and crisis in these

countries than in'the more-developed countries.

4 -

But even in the more-developed countiics, the hulk of the wire service

1stories w analized concentrated on political and,military activity ahd crime.

Economic matters, interlAational aid efforts (except lor military aid), social

services, culture, scientific and medical achievements, and ecologivcat issues

such as energy and pollution were all but neglected in the coverage of both

less-developed and more-developed countries of the world in favor of the more

"official" news from 'Oovernmental and military authoritis.

These findings suggest that basic questions of news values among. Western

editors.and reporters may be more fundamental and, in the long run, more import- f

ant than is. the.current debate reg4ding the amount and kind of coverage of -

-

less-devAlioped and more-developed countries'. of,the world. Radfcally different

definttions of news than'those that exist today might help greatly in promoting
t.k

not only international but also intro-national understa ing and cooperation.

1 4.
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Table I

Frequency of

Less-Developed

Location
of Story

U.S. Regional

Countries

Pretest
Sample

(n

Wire Service Foreign Coverage,

- 66) More-Devoipped Countries

"Official"
Sample

Spring Ig/q

(n

Pretest

Sample
(n -, 194

stories)

25)

"Official"
Sample_
(n - 316
stories)

.

(n'= 194

storie1 s)

(n - 336 Location
stories) of Story /

AfgRnistan
t

0.5% 't 0.6% - Australia 0.5% 0.9%
e

'Algeria 1.8 Austria , 0.5 4.2

Argentina , Belgium 0.6

Brazil 1.0 0.3 Canada 0.5 0.9

Burma 0.3 Czechoslavakia 0.6.

Cambodia 1.5 0.3 Denmark

Chad 0.5 0.3 France 1.5 4.2

China (P.R.) 3.1 3.6 Get-many(DR)(East)

Columbia
.

0.6 Cermany(FR)(West) 1..2

Cuba Great Britain 10.8 6.2

Cyprus 0.5 0.6 Greece 0.3

Dominican Republic Hungary

Ecuador 0.5 Ir1 eland 0.5 0.9

Egypt 2.6. 4.2 Italy 8.8 5.0

El Salvador 1.0 -- JapAn 3.6 3.0

Ethiopia . Norway 1.0 0.3

Fiji Islands Poland 1.5

Ghana 0.9 Portugal 0.5

Guyana 1.5 . --' South Africa 0.9

,
Hong Kong 1.5 1.2 Spain

,

0.9

India , 0.5 0.9 Sweden ....-

Indonesia 1.0 0.3 Switzerland 1.0 0.3

Iran 19.1 -8.3 United States d.5 0.6
,

Iraq it -- ,
USSR 2.6 7.1

Israel 3.1 5.0 Vatican, 2.6% 1.8%

Jordan
,

0.5

Kenya

Korea(N.)

.Korea(S.) 0.6

Kuwait 0.5. 0.9

Laos 12

15



\,,N\ Table 1 (continued)

11

Location
of Story

_ _ _ .

Lebanon

Liberia'

Libya

Malaysia

Maldive I ands

ssMauritani

Mexico

Mongolia

Nepal

Nicaragua

Nigeria

Pakistan

Palestine

Panama

Peru

Phillipines

Portugal

Puerto Rico

Saudi ArEibia

St. Lucia

St. Vincent

Sudan

Syrii;

Taiwan

Tanzania

Thailand

Tunimp 7

Turkey

Ugvida

United Arab Emirates

Vietnak
,e.

Yemen(N.)

=4 Yeme;I('e.)
'

44,A

Pietest "Official"

Sample fiample

(n - 194
stories)

(n 316
stories)

2.1 0.6

0.6

0.5 1.2

0.5

1.0 1.5

0.3

3.0

0.5 2:7

0.6

2.1 0.6

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.5 *

1.0 2.1
4

7m .1= '

1:0 ..._.

1.5 7.4

0.3

5.7 . 2.1

0.5 0.3

77/0 7.77,

Yugoslavia 1.5 0.6

Zthbabve-Rhodsjta 1.5% 2.1%,

14 a
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Table 2

Comparison of U.S. Regional Wire Service Foreign Coverage--

Number of Stories

'Less- More-
Developed Developed

Number of Stories from:

AP -107(54%) 91(46%) 198(100%)

UPI 90(65%) 48(35%) 138(100%)

TOTAL 197(59%) 139(41%) 336(100%)

dorrected chi-square - 3.74, 1 df, p = .05

17
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Table 3

Comparison of U.S. Regional Wire Service Foreign Coverage--

Average Length of StoriesAn Column Centimeters

Average Length of Stories of:

l

Less- More- R-Test

DeveloPed Developed Significance

AP (n = 198) 17.1 12.1 p - .002

UPI - (n = 138) 20.1 18.9 p = .56

AP and UPI combined (n = 336) 18.5 14.4 p = .001

c.



Topics of Wire
Service Stories

Politics

Table 4

Comparison of Subject Matter of U.S. Regional Wire

Service Foreign Coverage, Spring 1979

1. Diplomatic/political,
activity between states

2. Internal conflict
or crisis

3. Elections, campaigns,
appointments, govern-
ment changes

4. Other political,
including legislation

Military and Defense .

5. Armed conflict
or threat of

6. .Peace movits, negoti-
ations, settlements

7. Other, including arms
deals, weapons, bases
exercises

Economic Matters

8. Agreements on
trade tariffs, etc:

9. Other international trade,

17

Chi-square
Significance

Percent_of Percent of Percent of Betwe n More-

Stories FrOM stories From All StorieS'. and

More-Developed Less-Developed in Official Devel

Countries a Countries Sample Count
(n - 139) (n 197) (n 336)

imports, exports

10. Capital investment,
stock issues (hot aid)

11. Stock exchange, share
prices, dividends

12. Other economics perform-
ance, output, growth, etc.

13. Prices, Cost of living,
inflation, etc.

14. Industrial projects,,fac-
tories, dams, ports

15. Agricultura1 matters, pro-
jects, drops, harvests, eic.

34.5% 48.3% 42.6%

13.7 46.7 .33.0

15.1 10.1 12.2

1.4 3.0 2.4

10.8 41.6 28.9

10.8 17.3 14.6

4.3 2.5 3.3

,
,

1.6 3.5 1.6

4.3 ( 2.5 3 1

0.7 \k 0.3

0.0 0.0 0.0

2.2. 0.5 1.2

0.7 1.0 0.9

4.4 1.5 2.7 -

0..0% 0.5% 0.3%

19

.0001

.27

.45

.0001

.11

.59

....,
.25

441 .21

.86i

N/A

.39

.68

.11

.86



Topics of Wire
Service Stories

Table 4 (continued)
18

Chi-siplare

Significance

Percent of Percent of Percent of Between More-

Vories From Stories From All Stories and Less-

More-Developed Less-Developed in Official Developed

Countries a Countries Sample Countries

16. InduStriaL/labor relations,
disputes, negotiations,wages

17. Monetary questions, exchange
rates, money supply

4.677+;

18. Other economic

(n - 139)

3.6%

3.6

0.0

International Aid

19. Disaster or famine relief 0.0

20. Aid for 5çonomic pur-
poses (e.g., Andustrial
development),

2 . Military aid, weapons,
advisors, training

22. Other aid (e.g., education, 0.7

family planning)

1.4

0.7

Social Services

23. Social problems generally
(health, housing, illiter-
acy, etc,)

24. Educational provision

25. Health provision (not 0.7

family planning)

26. Failily planning 0.0

27. Other social services and 0.0

social welfare

3.6

0.0'

Ctime, Police, Judicial,

- Lftall Penal

-28.- Nm-pAiticarcrime, police, 14..4

,
judicihl, and penal activity

29. Political crime

Non-criM4inal legal and
court Proceedings (e.g.,

claims for damapy

1., 'Other cr e/legal

culuirs

. Reuson D. ,

tloqiici Technical:

9.4

0.0

4'9

Archaeology 5-7

108

7.9

(n - 197) (n - 336) .

1.0% 2.1% .11

0.0 1. 5 .03

2.0 1. 2 .24

2.5 1.5 .17

1.0 1.2 .87

7.1 4.5 .01

0.5 0.6 .64

1.5 2.4 .36

0.5 0.3 .86

0.0 0.3 .86

0.0 0:0 N/A

0.5 0.3 .86

3.6 8.1 .0001

17.g 14.2

0.5 0.3 .86

0.0 1.2 .06
,.

3.0 3.2 .29

1:0 5.1 .0001

3.0 5.1 A.12.

J
-

.

-1



Tables4 (continued)

Percent.of
Stories Frov

a

Percent ot
Stories Prom

More-Developed
Topics of Wire

Service Stories

Countilries 8
Less-Deve1oPed

Countries
- 139)

0.0%

0.0

0.7

a

(n 197)

0.0X

0.0

1.0

Sports

35. International

36. Non-international

37. Entertainment, Show
Business (ekcept personal-
ities)

Personalities (not_politicians)

38. Sports 1.4 1.0

39. Entertainers 0.0 1.0

40.. Others 0.7 2.0

41. Human Interest, Odd 22.3 4.

,Happenings, Animals,
etc.uSex,

42. Student Matters 0.7 2.0

Ecology

43. Energy conservation 1.4 O. 5

4

44. Pollution 00 0.0'

45. Other $9.7 0.0

46. patural Disaster (floods, 2.2 3.6

etc.)

47. Other 4.3 2.0

I

Percent of
All Stories
in Official
Sample
(n - 336)

0.0%

41.9

1.2

0.6

1.5

11.9

19

Chi-square
Significance
Between More-

and Less-
Developed.
Countries

.47

.49

.0001

1.5 .56

0.9

0.0

0.3

j.0

.4S

N/A

.86

.68

3.0 .42

a
These percentages for stOVies about,more-developed countries (and the per-

centages for stories about less-developed countries and for all stories

combihed) total to more,than 100% because each story wae coded-into one

main topic,and up to three subsidiary topics. The percentages in this table

are based on the combined main-and subsidiary topic tables.

b Thpse pelcentages for the "religion" topic are based only on the main

toplopotothAs. Including the subsidiary topic totals would obscure the

difference between the 4ire service coverage of the more-developed end

less-developed countries.

21
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